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in ACRONYM x Nike Air Presto Mid; after the boom receded, another double backing is not small Air and Presto into our line of sight,
it is by BEAMS Air Presto design proposal; QS Greedy". In addition to BEAMS aura, this pair of shoes design itself is destined to
make it extraordinary by nearly 10 kinds of color are presented in the space dynamic elastic shoe, cotton texture TPU shoes, heel
support plate and in cage bottoms, cleverly create a sense of asymmetry, is full of features. The good news is that, at present, it has
no warning on the Nike official website shelves and opened for sale, the size is still full, but I believe it will soon be sold out, like
friends do not hesitate, hurry up! 

Talking about a talk show...... 30 years have passed since 1986, but so far the NBA playoff record is still firmly in the grip of the MJ. 

visible, want in a playoff game with a high score is a very easy thing, not to mention is that in 1986 stood before Jordan is arrogant
Lvshan army. 

therefore, when Jordan, 23, scored 63 points on the Celtics and the big birds Bird, he immediately attracted widespread attention in
the United states. Although the year of the playoffs, Jordan eventually led the team over the Celtics this off, but a war officially opened
the Jordan shock basketball at the top of the world road. 

in this crazy scoring performance, Jordan was involved in a famous talk show, hosted by David Letterman Late Show with David
Letterman, as a broadcast in eleven CBS Monday to Friday evening, its influence is definitely not small, also is one of the earliest talk
show. So that night, Jordan appeared around David Letterman in a gorgeous red suit. This dress, plus 63 points, is naturally
impressive. 

Jordan Brand is the Jordan show off by this one dress by the great night of inspiration, with red and blue collocation to build such a
new color of the Air Jordan 1, and the navy is part of the patent building, showing a very unique luster. The "ON AIR" on the pad and
the microphone highlight the theme of this Air Jordan 1. 
toe network that this origin and dazzling "abalone" Air Jordan 1 is very worthwhile to start, but with difficulty compared with other Air
Jordan 1 must be much easier. 
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